March 24, 1993

Mr. Mark Cohen  
P. O. Box 155  
West Stockholm, NY 13696

Dear Mark:

Over one year ago, you completed a manuscript "The Adirondack Dilemma" and were assigned a Staff Paper number SP 91-13. For reasons that are unclear to me--since the manuscript was completed--this publication was not produced.

This has created a problem for us, in that we have a gap in this series, i.e., an assigned number, but no document. To solve this problem, we are informing the library that this publication is not, and will not, be available. I am writing to inform you that we do not now plan to publish SP 91-13.

Sincerely yours,

William G. Tomek  
Professor & Chair

WGT/dj  
cc: B. Gloskey  
D. Sisler